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Motivated by recent experiments on the Kitaev honeycomb magnet α-RuCl3, we introduce time-
domain probes of the edge and quasiparticle content of non-Abelian spin liquids. Our scheme
exploits ancillary quantum spins that communicate via time-dependent tunneling of energy into
and out of the spin liquid’s chiral Majorana edge state. We show that the ancillary-spin dynamics
reveals the edge-state velocity and, in suitable geometries, detects individual non-Abelian anyons
and emergent fermions via a time-domain counterpart of quantum-Hall anyon interferometry. We
anticipate applications to a wide variety of topological phases in solid-state and cold-atoms settings.

Introduction. Topologically ordered phases that sup-
port non-Abelian anyons—fractionalized quasiparticles
exhibiting non-commutative braiding statistics—provide
a potential quantum-computing medium with intrinsic
fault-tolerance [1, 2]. To this end, developing single-
anyon-detection techniques poses a key challenge, both
for validating anyonic content and for readout. Earli-
est efforts centered around the fractional quantum Hall
(FQH) state at filling ν = 5/2 [3], which is now widely
believed to realize the non-Abelian Moore-Read state [4]
(or one of its cousins [5–7]) [8]. There, electrical anyon
interferometry [9–12] enables single-anyon detection and
has been explored both at ν = 5/2 [13] and especially
decisively in the Abelian ν = 1/3 state [14].

More recent experiments spotlight a fundamentally dif-
ferent candidate non-Abelian-anyon platform: quantum
spin liquids in spin-orbit-coupled Mott insulators gov-
erned by variants of Kitaev’s honeycomb model [15–17].
In particular, thermal-transport measurements [18, 19]
on α-RuCl3 [20] suggest that the non-Abelian spin liquid
phase from Kitaev’s model emerges upon application of
an O(10T) magnetic field (see also Ref. 21). This puta-
tive spin liquid mimics the Moore-Read state modulo the
charge sector; it supports a chiral Majorana edge state,
trivial bosonic excitations (1), emergent fermions (ψ),
and ‘Ising’ non-Abelian anyons (σ). Crucially, however,
detection methods do not directly carry over from the
quantum Hall problem due to the host system’s Mott-
insulating character. While several recent works have
nevertheless devised electrical spin-liquid probes [22–27],
the problem certainly warrants renewed attention.

We introduce a single-anyon detection scheme natu-
rally tailored to a Mott-insulating spin system. Our ap-
proach eschews electrical measurements altogether in fa-
vor of time-domain probes of ancillary spins dynamically

coupled to the spin-liquid’s chiral Majorana edge state.
Time-domain techniques have been profitably employed
to study chiral topological phases in various contexts,
including detection of edge magnetoplasmons [28], gen-
eration of coherent single-electron excitations on quan-
tum Hall edges [29], and edge-mediated state transfer
[30]. In our proposal, an ‘emitter’ ancillary spin shuttles
(bosonic) energy via the chiral Majorana edge state to-
wards a downstream ‘absorber’ ancillary spin [Fig. 1(a)].
If the spin liquid contains a constriction, as in Fig. 2,
en route the injected energy can splinter such that a
fractionalized edge excitation encircles a bulk quasipar-
ticle (of type 1, ψ, or σ). Crucially, the probability of
energy capture by the absorber spin depends on the
bulk quasiparticle type by virtue of nontrivial braiding
statistics—enabling single-anyon detection via a time-
domain analogue of FQH interferometry. This scheme
extends to general Abelian and non-Abelian chiral topo-
logical phases and appears particularly well-suited for in-
sulating magnets and cold atoms.
Edge-state interrogation. We first illustrate how

our methods enable time-domain exploration of edge
states. Suppose that two ancillary spin-1/2 degrees of
freedom s1,2 locally couple to the spin liquid’s chiral Ma-
jorana edge mode at positions x1,2 (Fig. 1a). We model
the dynamics with a Hamiltonian [31]

H = −iv
∫

x

γ∂xγ +
∑

j=1,2

[
h · sj +

λj(t)

2π
sxjT (xj)

]
, (1)

where the Majorana field obeys {γ(x), γ(x′)} = 1
2δ(x −

x′), sαj are Pauli operators acting on the ancillary spins,
and T (x) = −2πi :γ∂xγ : is the normalized stress-energy
tensor for the edge conformal field theory (CFT). The
first term in Eq. (1) describes the edge kinetic energy
with velocity v while the second captures the ancillary-
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Figure 1. (a) Ancillary spins s1,2 interacting with a chiral
Majorana edge state via time-dependent couplings λ1,2(t). At
time t = 0, s1 and s2 are respectively initialized into excited
(up) and ground-state (down) spin configurations. Pulsing
λ1(t) allows s1 to relax, depositing excess energy (purple)
into the edge as a pair of Majorana fermions (black dots) that
propagate chirally toward s2. An ‘aligned’ λ2(t) pulse, timed
to coincide with the arrival of the energy packet, allows s2 to
retrieve the incident energy. (b) Time evolution of 〈sz2(t)〉 (top
panel) for a ‘misaligned’ pulse sequence (bottom panel) such
that λ2(t) turns on prior to the arrival of energy injected by
s1. The small suppression of oscillations after the misaligned
λ2 pulse reflects an interplay with spin precession. (c) Same as
(b), but for an aligned λ2(t) pulse. Energy shuttling from s1
to s2 mediates a spin flip responsible for the late-time ‘kick’
in 〈sz2(t)〉. Parameters for (b,c): hx/hz = 1/6, hzτ = 3.,
τ/(t2 − t1) = 1/20, λ̄1,2hz/v

2 = 1.275.

spin Zeeman energy. Throughout we assume for simplic-
ity hz � |hx| and hy = 0. The third hybridizes the
ancillary spins to the edge state via couplings λj(t) that
descend from exchange interactions with the non-Abelian
spin liquid [22, 30]; these terms mediate energy shuttling
between the ancillary spins by allowing each spin to lo-
cally absorb or deposit energy packets consisting of an
even number of fermionic edge excitations. We assume
that the λj(t) couplings, and hence shuttling of energy,
are amenable to real-time control.

Figure 1 sketches the protocol of interest: (i) Start
with λ1,2 = 0 and prepare an initial state |φ(t = 0)〉 =
|0〉 ⊗ |sz1 = ↑, sz2 = ↓〉, where |0〉 describes the vacuum
for the Majorana edge mode; note the excess energy
∼ 2hz for spin s1. (ii) Turn on a Gaussian pulse

λ1(t) = λ̄1e
−(t−t1)2/(2τ2) that enables s1 to shed en-

ergy into the edge, where it propagates chirally toward
s2 at speed v. (iii) Turn on λ2(t) = λ̄2e

−(t−t2)2/(2τ2).
We take hzτ � 1 so that the pulses approximately con-
serve energy [32]. If the duration between pulses satisfies
v(t2 − t1) ≈ x2 − x1 (within a tolerance of vτ), then en-
ergy that s1 deposits to the edge arrives coincident with
the λ2 pulse and can thus be absorbed by s2. Spin sz2 is
measured at some time t > 0.

We compute the expectation value 〈sz2(t)〉 perturba-
tively in hx/hz and Λj ≡ λ̄jhz/v

2 (the dimensionless
spin-edge coupling strength at energy scale hz), assum-
ing (t2 − t1) � τ . For details see Appendix A. At mea-
surement times t� t2 we find

〈sz2(t)〉 ≈ −1 + (hx/hz)
2

sin2(hzt)

− 1

12
√
π

Λ2
2

(
hx
hz

)2

(hzτ) cos(2hzt)

+
1

36π
(Λ1Λ2)

2
(hzτ)2e

− ∆2

2(vτ)2 ,

(2)

where ∆ = v(t2 − t1) − (x2 − x1) quantifies the tim-
ing mismatch between the pulses. The first line reflects
spin precession from the Zeeman field. The second line
is independent of pulse timing and originates from pro-
cesses whereby hx flips sz2 from down to up, after which
λ2 mediates a second spin flip. Most importantly, the fi-
nal line—which depends exponentially on pulse misalign-
ment ∆—is the correction due to energy shuttling from
s1 to s2. Figures 1(b) and (c) respectively display 〈sz2(t)〉
for misaligned (|∆| � vτ) and aligned (|∆| ≈ 0) pulses.
Observing the additional ‘kick’ visible in the aligned case
provides a direct measure of the edge-state velocity v. If
phase coherence is maintained over the length x2 − x1

then we recover an additional oscillatory correction due
to interference between the energy shuttling and the pre-
cession of both spins (see Appendix A).
Time-domain anyon interferometry. Next we re-

visit the above double-pulse protocol in an interferom-
eter geometry featuring a constriction in the spin liq-
uid [Figs. 2(a,b)]. We are specifically interested in the
energy-shuttling probability when a bulk quasiparticle of
type a = 1, ψ, or σ resides in the enclosed region. At the
constriction, bosonic energy packets injected from spin s1

can splinter into fractionalized edge excitations. We in-
clude only the most relevant process wherein Ising anyons
tunnel between positions xt and xb across the pinch [33–
35]:

Htun = tσe
−iπhσσ(xb)σ(xt). (3)

Here σ(x) is the Ising-anyon field with conformal weight
hσ = 1/16 and xb − xt ≡ La defines the path length en-
closing quasiparticle a. We work in the regime where the

dimensionless tunneling parameter t̃σ ≡ tσL7/8
a /v admits

a perturbative treatment [22].
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Figure 2. (a,b) Interferometer enabling detection of a bulk quasiparticle of type a = 1, ψ, or σ residing in the enclosed region of
length La. The initialization and pulse sequence are the same as in Fig. 1. For the trivial path depicted in (a), s1 injects energy
that bypasses the constriction and travels the long way toward s2. For the two O(tσ) tunneling paths in (b), the energy instead
splinters into Ising anyons (indicated by x’s) at the constriction, one of which encircles quasiparticle a; the wavepackets for the
outgoing Ising-anyon edge excitation are separated by La. Interference between these paths yields an a-dependent probability
for energy absorption by s2. (c) Time evolution of 〈sz2(t)〉 (top panel) for a partially misaligned (|∆| = 5

4
La) λ1,2(t) pulse

sequence (bottom panel). Crucially, the late-time behavior discriminates the three quasiparticle types. Parameters are t̃σ = 2
and vτ/La = 5/4, with others as given in Fig. 1(c).

Let |φa(t)〉 = |φa0(t)〉 + |φa1(t)〉 + · · · denote the sys-
tem’s wavefunction with |φaj (t)〉 the O(t̃jσ) component.

To O(t̃σ) we have 〈sz2(t)〉 = f0(t) + faint(t), where

f0 = 〈φa0 | sz2 |φa0〉 , faint = 2 Re 〈φa0 | sz2 |φa1〉 . (4)

In the dominant wavefunction component, |φa0〉, energy
deposited by s1 travels a distance x2 − x1 the long way
around the constriction before reaching s2. For hx 6= 0
there is also a term in |φa0〉 involving precession of both
spins. The associated contribution f0(t) to 〈sz2(t)〉 from
this trivial path is given at late times by Eq. (2). In
the subleading wavefunction component, |φa1〉, energy im-
parted by s1 splinters into two Ising anyons—one of which
carries some fraction of the incident energy across the
constriction and, crucially, encircles quasiparticle a. Two
such paths arise [see Fig. 2(b)] depending on whether
tunneling happens from above or below the constriction.
Energy packets that hop across the constriction travel a
distance (x2 − x1) ± La, while the remainder of the en-
ergy travels a distance x2 − x1, coincident with the triv-
ial path. [We assume that s2 sits sufficiently far from the
constriction that the tunneled Ising anyon from Fig. 2(b),
bottom, completely braids around a before any energy
arrives to x2.] Interference between the trivial path and
the two O(t̃σ) paths depends on the enclosed quasiparti-
cle type a and underlies the correction faint in Eq. (4).

Non-Abelian statistics kills interference for a = σ, i.e.,
fa=σ

int = 0. Indeed, the braiding process where the edge
Ising anyon encircles the bulk Ising anyon nontrivially
rotates the system’s quantum state such that |φa0〉 and
|φa1〉 become orthogonal (similar to electrical non-Abelian
FQH interferometry [10, 11]). Interference can, however,
survive for a = 1, ψ—provided s2 also retrieves energy
∼ 2hz in the paths from Figs. 2(b). In these O(t̃σ)
paths, energy partitions between the edge Ising anyons
in all ways compatible with energy conservation (see Ap-
pendix B), ensuring a finite energy-retrieval probability
even when the Ising-anyon wavepackets in Fig. 2(b) are
well-separated. The interference corrections for a = 1, ψ
satisfy fa=ψ

int = −fa=1
int , where the minus sign reflects the

Abelian statistical phase acquired when the edge Ising
anyon encircles a bulk fermion. Thus sz2 measurements
distinguish all three bulk quasiparticle types as summa-
rized in Fig. 2(c).

For a quantitative treatment, we take a = 1 and eval-
uate the O(Λ2

1Λ2
2t̃σ) energy-shuttling interference correc-

tion to 〈sz2(t)〉 at late times t � t2. The trivial path
corresponds to

|φa=1
0 (t� t2)〉 ≈ −ei 2hz

v (x2−x1) 1

6
√
π

Λ1Λ2(hzτ)

× |0〉 ⊗ |sz1 = ↓, sz2 = ↑〉+ · · · , (5)
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where we displayed only the term describing energy shut-
tling from s1 to s2 that is relevant for interference. Over-
lap with the nontrivial energy-shuttling paths encoded
by |φa=1

1 (t� t2)〉 thus follows from

〈0| ⊗ 〈↓, ↑|φa=1
1 〉 = i

∫

ta,tb,tc

λ1(ta)λ2(tb)

(2π)2
e2ihz(tb−ta)

× 〈0|T (tb, x2) [Htun(tc)− 〈Htun(tc)〉]T (ta, x1) |0〉 .
(6)

The 〈Htun〉 term simply compensates the correction to
the vacuum state due to Ising-anyon tunneling. Ap-
pendix B evaluates the CFT correlator in Eq. (6), and in
the late-time limit obtains

fa=1
int (t� t2) ≈ − t̃σ

192
(Λ1Λ2)

2

(
vτ

La

)
(hzτ) sin(2hzLa)

× e−
∆2

(2vτ)2

[
e
− (∆+La)2

(2vτ)2 − e−
(∆−La)2

(2vτ)2

]
. (7)

Appendix B further derives the correction from interfer-
ence between the O(t̃σ) energy-shuttling paths and the
precession of both spins—which exhibits oscillatory de-
pendence on the measurement time t.

Several comments are warranted. After energy re-
trieval by s2, the edge returns to the vacuum state in the
Fig. 2(a) path but retains two Ising-anyon wavepackets
separated by a distance La in the O(t̃σ) Fig. 2(b) paths.
Consequently, the late-time interference correction is pro-

portional to 〈0|σ(x)σ(x + La)|0〉 ∼ L
−1/8
a ∼ t̃σ/La, ex-

plaining the power-law La dependence in Eq. (7). The
two bracketed exponentials in Eq. (7) correspond to the
processes where s2 absorbs energy ∼ 2hz from the tun-
neled Ising anyon in Fig. 2(b). These paths accumu-
late a dynamical phase ±2hzLa relative to Fig. 2(a) due
to the path-length difference—hence the sin factor in
Eq. (7). [The Ising-anyon energy packet that remains co-
incident with the trivial path acquires no relative phase,
and thus its absorption by s2 does not contribute to in-
terference between Figs. 2(a) and (b).] For wide pulses
with vτ & La, λ2(t) temporally overlaps with both edge
Ising anyons and enables s2 to draw energy from both the
advanced and delayed packets. The resulting interference
signal is maximized when the pulse width and interfer-
ence path length are comparable (vτ ∼ La) and when the
timing favors one of the tunneling paths (∆ ∼ ±La/2).
If the ancillary-spin Zeeman splitting can be controlled,
the oscillatory hz dependence provides an additional in-
terferometric signature. For very narrow pulses such that
vτ � La, λ2(t) cannot have appreciable temporal over-
lap with the arrival of energy both from the trivial path
and from one of the displaced Ising-anyon packets. Under
such conditions interference instead arises from the pro-
cess where both spins precess in the Zeeman field, which
allows for overlap between λ2(t) and the splintered en-
ergy packet for timing ∆ = 0,±La; see Appendix B.

Fermions can also tunnel across the constriction,
adding a less-relevant −itγγ(xb)γ(xt) term to Eq. (3). At

O(tψ), paths analogous to Fig. 2(b) arise wherein the in-
cident energy splinters into displaced fermion wavepack-
ets. These paths underlie similar interference corrections
to 〈sz2(t)〉 but with different sensitivity to bulk quasi-
particles: The O(tψ) interference correction gaint satis-

fies ga=1
int = ga=ψ

int = −ga=σ
int . The first equality arises

because a fermion encircling either a boson or fermion
yields a trivial statistical phase; the minus sign in the
second equality reflects the −1 statistical phase acquired
when a fermion encircles an Ising anyon. Fermion tun-
neling thus shifts the late-time probabilities in Fig. 2(c),
but, importantly, all three quasiparticle types generically
remain distinguishable.
Discussion. Our theory implicitly assumes that the

spin liquid’s bulk excitation gap exceeds the ancillary-
spin Zeeman energy so that the gapless edge mode pro-
vides the dominant energy-shuttling medium. Given
the O(10 T) field required to reach the purported non-
Abelian spin liquid phase in α-RuCl3, ancillary spins with
suppressed, tunable g-factors (as in, e.g., Refs. 36–38)
are desirable both to satisfy this constraint and for prob-
ing the oscillatory interference correction in Eq. (7). We
stress, however, that physical spins may be substituted
for arbitrary addressable quantum two-level systems that
can locally couple to the edge.

At finite temperature edge-phonon coupling—which
can be important for thermal transport [39, 40]—allows
injected energy to leak into the bulk, even when the spin-
liquid gap is ‘large’. We argue that phonon-transport
corrections play a minor role in our context for two rea-
sons: (i) Whereas the edge mode serves as an energy
waveguide between the ancillary spins, energy carried by
phonons has a relatively low probability of reaching the
absorber spin s2. (ii) Phonons that do reach s2 will gen-
erally not arrive simultaneously with edge wavepackets;
timing considerations thus further suppress the impact of
phonon-mediated energy shuttling. Phonon leakage can
still reduce the energy-absorption ‘kick’ for well-timed
pulses [Figs. 1(b) and 2(c)] but is not expected to quali-
tatively alter our conclusions.

Edge-state interrogation does not require phase coher-
ence and thus provides an enticing preliminary experi-
ment. For time-domain anyon interferometry, by con-
trast, the edge distance x2 − x1 between the ancillary
spins must be sufficiently small that phase coherence per-
sists. Moreover, the λj(t) time scale τ should satisfy
hzτ � 1 to maintain approximate energy conservation
along with Lperimeter > vτ (Lperimeter is the spin liq-
uid’s total perimeter) to avoid trivial self-interference of
pulses. To get a very rough sense of scales, if hz ∼ 1 K,
v ∼ 104 m/s, and Lperimeter ∼ 10µm, then these con-
ditions are satisfied for τ ∼ 1 ns. When hx = 0 so in-
terference comes strictly from Eq. (7) we further desire
that vτ ∼ La; with La ∼ 1µm this condition holds for
τ ∼ 0.1 ns.

We expect that temporal control over λj(t) can be sub-
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stituted by a time-dependent Zeeman energy (or other
qubit splitting) as has been explored in the context of
Levitons and FQH systems [29, 41]. More generally,
time-domain anyon interferometry naturally adapts to
other chiral topological phases where electrical trans-
port measurements are challenging (Mott insulators, cold
atoms, etc.). The fractionalized excitations need not be
non-Abelian; single-anyon detection requires only rela-
tive phase accumulation associated with braiding around
a quasiparticle.
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Appendix A: Perturbative calculation of 〈sz2(t)〉

This Appendix derives the perturbative expression of 〈sz2(t)〉 given in Eq. (2). To this end we turn off the transverse
field hx acting on the emitter spin s1 since it does not affect the calculation, and organize the perturbative expansion
by assuming

Λj =
λ̄jhz
v2
∼ hx
hz
� 1 and hzτ � 1. (A1)

Treating V (t) =
∑
j=1,2

λj(t)
2π sxjT (xj) as a time-dependent perturbation, we expand the time-evolution operator in

powers of λj(t) via

U(t) = U0(t)− i
∫ t

0

dtaU0(t− ta)V (ta)U0(ta)−
∫ t

0

dtb

∫ tb

0

dtaU0(t− tb)V (tb)U0(tb − ta)V (ta)U0(ta) + · · · (A2)

with U0(t) = e−iH0t the evolution operator for the free Hamiltonian H0 at zero spin-edge coupling. Since the two spins
and the edge all decouple in H0, we can further decompose U0(t) = Us1(t)Us2(t)Ue(t), where Us1(t) = exp[−ithzsz2],
Us2(t) = exp [−it(hxsx2 + hzs

z
2)], and Ue(t) = exp

[
−vt

∫
x
γ∂xγ

]
are the time-evolution operators for s1, s2, and the

edge, respectively. In the spirit of our perturbative analysis we implicitly retain Us2(t) only to O(h2
x). The time

dependence of 〈sz2(t)〉 can be partitioned into three pieces that we examine sequentially below:

〈sz2(t)〉 = Sprecession(t) + Srelax(t) + Sshuttling(t). (A3)

Here Sprecession describes standard spin precession from the Zeeman field, Srelax(t) describes processes where spin
s2 flips via hx and then relaxes by shedding energy into the edge, and Sshuttling is the crucial term that captures
energy shuttling from s1 to s2. We will specifically evaluate the leading nontrivial contribution to each of these terms
assuming the perturbative criteria in Eq. (A1). Henceforth in this Appendix we fix v = 1 and then restore appropriate
factors of v by dimensional analysis.

1. Precession

At O(λ̄0
j ) in the spin-edge couplings, s2 simply precesses due to hx 6= 0. This contribution is described by

Sprecession(t) = −1 + (hx/hz)
2

sin2(hzt). (A4)

2. Spin-edge relaxation

Next we consider the correction Srelax(t), which depends on the λ2(t) coupling between s2 and the edge but not
the λ1(t) coupling between s1 and the edge. Normal ordering in the stress-energy tensor T (x2) in the λ2(t) term
precludes an O(λ̄2) contribution to Srelax(t). The leading-order contribution then comes at O(λ̄2

2) from terms like
〈· · · sz2 · · ·V · · ·V · · · 〉 and 〈· · ·V · · · sz2 · · ·V · · · 〉, where the ellipses denote appropriate U0 factors. To be more precise,
denote the wavefunction by

|φ(t)〉 = |λ0
2〉+ |λ1

2〉+ |λ2
2〉+ · · · , (A5)

where |λk2〉 is the O(λ̄k2) component (with λ̄1 = 0). Then to O(λ̄2
2) we have

Srelax(t) = 〈λ1
2| sz2 |λ1

2〉+ 2 Re 〈λ0
2| sz2 |λ2

2〉 . (A6)

Evaluation is conveniently carried out using momentum-space edge fermion operators. Fourier transforming via
γ(x) = 1√

2

∫
dk
2π e

ikxγk, the momentum operators obey γ†k = γ−k along with the anti-commutation relation {γk, γq} =

2πδ(k + q). The relevant fermion bilinear in T (x2) may be written as

:γ∂xγ : =
1

2

∫ Λ

0

dk1 dk2

(2π)2
(ik2)

[
ei(k1+k2)xγk1

γk2
− e−i(k1+k2)xγ†k1

γ†k2
+ e−i(k1−k2)xγ†k1

γk2
− ei(k1−k2)x :γk1

γ†k2
:
]

=
i

2

∫ Λ

0

dk1 dk2

(2π)2

[
ei(k1+k2)xk2γk1γk2 − e−i(k1+k2)xk2γ

†
k1
γ†k2

+ (k2 + k1)e−i(k1−k2)xγ†k1
γk2

] (A7)
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with Λ a momentum cutoff to be later taken to infinity.

Using this momentum-space representation, we obtain a first-order wavefunction correction

|λ1
2〉 = i

∫ t

0

dtaUs2(t− ta)sx2Us2(ta) |sz2 = ↓〉
∫ Λ

0

dk1 dk2

(2π)2

k2λ2(ta)

2
e−i(k1+k2)(x2+t−ta)γ†k1

γ†k2
|0〉 . (A8)

(We have dropped the s1 subsystem since it evolves trivially here.) The first term on the right side of Eq. (A6) follows
as

〈λ1
2| sz2 |λ1

2〉 =

∫ t

0

dta dtb

∫ Λ

0

dk1 dk2

(2π)2

λ2(ta)λ2(tb)

4
k2(k2 − k1)e−i(k1+k2)(tb−ta)

× 〈↓|U†s2(tb)s
x
2U
†
s2(t− tb)sz2Us2(t− ta)sx2Us2(ta) |↓〉 . (A9)

The full time dependence is unwieldy to write out here, so let us just consider the late-time limit, t � t2. Due to
the λ2(t) terms, the integrand only has appreciable weight where ta ≈ tb ≈ t2; we are thus free to extend the ta,b
integration bounds to ±∞. Carrying out these integrals and dropping terms that will be exponentially suppressed in
hzτ for all k1 and k2 yields

〈λ1
2| sz2 |λ1

2〉 =

∫ Λ

0

dk1 dk2

(2π)2

λ̄2
2k2(k1 − k2)πτ2

8

(
hx
hz

)2

e−(2hz+k1+k2)2τ2
[
e8hz(k1+k2)τ2

+ 4e4hz(hz+k1+k2)τ2
]
. (A10)

Performing the remaining momentum integrals and sending Λ→∞ gives the late-time correction

〈λ1
2| sz2 |λ1

2〉 = − 1

24
√
π

Λ2
2

(
hx
hz

)2

(hzτ) + · · · , (t� t2). (A11)

The ellipsis includes terms that are exponentially small in hzτ (due to approximate energy conservation) as well as
corrections that are down by powers of 1/(hzτ).

The second term on the right side of Eq. (A6) arises from processes where s2 deposits some energy to the edge and
then immediately re-absorbs it, and more explicitly reads

2 Re 〈λ0
2| sz2 |λ2

2〉 = 2 Re

[
−
∫ t

0

dtb

∫ tb

0

dta 〈sz2 = ↓| ⊗ 〈0|U†0 (t)sz2U0(t− tb)V (tb)U0(tb − ta)V (ta)U0(ta) |0〉 ⊗ |sz2 = ↓〉
]

= 2 Re

[
−
∫ t

0

dtb

∫ tb

0

dta

∫ Λ

0

dk1 dk2

(2π)2
〈↓|U†s2(t)sz2Us2(t− tb)sx2Us2(tb − ta)sx2Us2(ta) |↓〉

× λ2(ta)λ2(tb)

4
k2(k1 − k2)e−i(k1+k2)(tb−ta)

]
. (A12)

We will again derive explicit results only for the late-time limit. As before the integrand carries appreciable weight
only for ta ≈ tb ≈ t2. Upon changing integration variables from (tb, ta) to (tb, δt = tb − ta), this fact allows us
to benignly integrate tb from −∞ to +∞ and integrate δt from 0 to +∞. Performing these time integrals, then
integrating over k1,2, and finally sending Λ→ +∞ gives a late-time correction

2 Re 〈λ0
2| sz2 |λ2

2〉 =
1

24
√
π

Λ2
2

(
hx
hz

)2

(hzτ)[1− 2 cos(2hzt)] + · · · , (t� t2). (A13)

Similar to Eq. (A11), we explicitly displayed only the leading terms in hzτ .

Combining Eqs. (A11) and (A13) and restoring appropriate factors of v yields an overall correction

Srelax(t� t2) = − 1

12
√
π

Λ2
2

(
hx
hz

)2

(hzτ) cos(2hzt). (A14)

The full time dependence requires a more nuanced treatment than we gave above. However, for wide pulses (hzτ � 1),

this general time dependence is well-approximated by simply multiplying Eq. (A14) by 1+erf[(t−t2)/τ ]
2 —which just

describes the correction turning on as the pulse λ2(t) passes.
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3. Energy shuttling

We finally turn to the energy-shuttling term in Eq. (2), focusing for now on the hx = 0 limit. Let |λ1
1λ

1
2〉 denote the

O(λ̄1λ̄2) wavefunction correction. Since both spins flip in |λ1
1λ

1
2〉 relative to the free-evolution wavefunction component

corresponding to λj = 0 (and since we are taking hx = 0), the leading energy-shuttling correction reads

Sshuttling(t) = 〈λ1
1λ

1
2| sz2 |λ1

1λ
1
2〉 . (A15)

The wavefunction correction at time t is given by

|λ1
1λ

1
2〉 =

∫ t

0

dtb

∫ tb

0

dtae
2ihz(tb−ta)λ1(ta)λ2(tb)Ue(t− tb) :γ∂xγ : |x2

Ue(tb − ta) :γ∂xγ : |x1
|0〉 |sz1 = ↓, sz2 = ↑〉 .

=

∫ t

0

dtb

∫ tb

0

dta

∫ Λ

0

dk1 dk2

(2π)2

λ1(ta)λ2(tb)

4
k2(k1 − k2)e−i(k1+k2)(tb−ta+x1−x2)ei2hz(tb−ta) |0〉 |sz1 = ↓, sz2 = ↑〉

+ · · · . (A16)

In the second line we explicitly displayed only the energy-shuttling component for which s2 absorbs both fermions
injected by s1. [Retaining terms lumped into the ellipsis generates only subleading contributions to 〈sz2(t)〉.] Since
the integrand carries appreciable weight only for well-separated times tb ≈ t2 and ta ≈ t1, at late times t� t2 we can
integrate both time integrals from −∞ to +∞. Invoking similar approximations as above then yields

|λ1
1λ

1
2〉 ≈ −

1

6
√
π
ei2hz(x2−x1) (Λ1Λ2) (hzτ) exp

[
− ∆2

(2τ)2

]
|0〉 ⊗ |sz1 = ↓, sz2 = ↑〉+ · · · , (t� t2). (A17)

In Eq. (A17) we expressed the prefactor of the exponential in the limit |∆| . τ , since for larger |∆| the correction is
in any case negligible. While the above holds only for late times, the solution at arbitrary time is well-approximated
by introducing an error function that turns on at t = t2−∆/2, as we will see in the subsequent Appendix. Restoring
v factors, we arrive at the late-time correction

Sshuttling(t� t2) =
1

36π
(Λ1Λ2)

2
(hzτ)2 exp

[
− ∆2

2(vτ)2

]
. (A18)

Suppose that we now resurrect a non-zero transverse field hx. For hx 6= 0, the shuttling correction in Eq. (A17) may
overlap with the O(h2

x) wavefunction correction in which both spins flip due to spin precession. This wavefunction

correction reads −
(
hx
hz

)2

sin2(hzt) |0〉 ⊗ |sz1 = ↓, sz2 = ↑〉 and gives an additional energy-shuttling term

Shxshuttling = −
(
hx
hz

)2

sin2(hzt) 〈0| ⊗ 〈sz1 = ↓, sz2 = ↑| sz2 |λ1
1λ

1
2〉+ c.c.

=
1

3
√
π

sin2(hzt) cos

[
2hz(x2 − x1)

v

](
hx
hz

)2

Λ2(hzτ) exp

[
− ∆2

(2vτ)2

]
. (A19)

Our perturbation hierarchy specified in Eq. (A1) implies that this piece is down by a factor of 1/(hzτ) compared to
Eq. (A18). Nevertheless, Eq. (A19) is interesting in that it encodes oscillations in hz that may be observable if the
ancillary spins have tunable Zeeman energies.

Appendix B: Ising-anyon tunneling

Here we give a careful CFT treatment of Ising-anyon tunneling, first explicitly deriving the O(t̃σ) interference
correction fa=1

int to 〈sz2(t)〉 (taking hx = 0 which suffices for the leading contribution) and then examining the manner
in which incident energy partitions among the two Ising anyons that splinter at the constriction. For convenience we
fix v = 1 throughout this Appendix and again restore the appropriate units at the end. It is also useful to work with
an alternately normalized fermion operator ψ(x) =

√
4πγ(x) so that the stress-energy tensor T = −2πi :γ∂xγ : =

− i
2 :ψ∂xψ : exhibits correlations 〈T (z1)T (z2)〉 = 1

4z4
12

with z12 = z1 − z2.
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1. Correction to 〈sz2(t)〉

The interference correction of interest reads

fa=1
1 (t) = 2 Re 〈φa=1

0 | sz2 |φa=1
1 〉 . (B1)

We will evaluate fa=1
1 (t) for a more general problem with tunneling Hamiltonian

Htun = tϕe
−iπhϕϕ(xb)ϕ(xt), (B2)

where ϕ denotes a primary field of the c = 1/2 CFT with conformal weight hϕ. Doing so allows us to attack in
a unified manner the cases where Ising anyons or fermions tunnel across the constriction, though we are primarily
interested in Ising-anyon tunneling here.

Since the energy-shuttling component of |φa=1
0 〉 is proportional to |0〉 ⊗ |↓, ↑〉, as a first step we will extract the

overlap

〈0| ⊗ 〈↓, ↑|φa=1
1 〉 =

i

(2π)2

∫ t

0

dtb

∫ t

0

dta λ1(ta)λ2(tb)e
2ihz(tb−ta)

〈
T (tb, x2)

[∫

tc

Htun(tc)− 〈Htun(tc)〉
]
T (ta, x1)

〉
.

(B3)

Subtraction of the vacuum expectation 〈Htun〉 accounts for the (unimportant) correction to the edge vacuum state
|0〉 induced by anyon tunneling. The correlator given in Eq. (B3) admits the explicit form

〈T (z1)ϕ(η1)ϕ(η2)T (z2)〉 − 〈T (z1)T (z2)〉〈ϕ(η1)ϕ(η2)〉

=
2hϕη

2−2hϕ
12

z2
12(z1 − η1)(z1 − η2)(z2 − η1)(z2 − η2)

+
h2
ϕη

4−2hϕ
12

(z1 − η1)2(z1 − η2)2(z2 − η1)2(z2 − η2)2
,

(B4)

where we assume normalization such that 〈ϕ(η1)ϕ(η2)〉 = η
−2hϕ
12 . Taking z1 = i(tb − x2) + ε, z2 = i(ta − x1) − ε,

η1 = i(tc − xb), and η2 = i(tc − xt) in Eq. (B4), with ε→ 0+ an infinitesimal regularizing constant, we may integrate
over tc to find

∫

tc

[
2hϕη

2−2hϕ
12

z2
12(z1 − η1)(z1 − η2)(z2 − η1)(z2 − η2)

+
h2
ϕη

4−2hϕ
12

(z1 − η1)2(z1 − η2)2(z2 − η1)2(z2 − η2)2

]

≡ 2πieiπhϕL−3−2hϕ
a j(y − iε).

(B5)

In the second line we defined

y =
tb − ta − Lx

La
, (B6)

where La = xb − xt as usual denotes the length of the enclosed region and Lx = x2 − x1 is the edge distance between
the ancillary spins, along with the function

j(z) = 4hϕ

[
z4 + (5hϕ − 2)z2 + (1− hϕ)

z3(z + 1)3(z − 1)3

]
. (B7)

For brevity we also absorbed a constant factor 2/La into the regularizing constant ε.
Additionally defining

f(tb, y) = λ1(ta)λ2(tb)e
2ihz(tb−ta) (B8)

(the ta dependence is implicit in y) allows us to compactly express Eq. (B3) as

〈0| ⊗ 〈↓, ↑|φa=1
1 〉 = − tϕ

2πL
3+2hϕ
a

∫ t

0

dtb

∫ t

0

dtaf(tb, y)j(y − iε). (B9)

For finite-width pulses λj , the integrand is negligible unless tb ≈ t2 and ta ≈ t1, which once again allows us to extend
the integration limits:

〈0| ⊗ 〈↓, ↑|φa=1
1 〉 ≈ − tϕ

2πL
3+2hϕ
a

∫ t

−∞
dtb

∫ ∞

−∞
dtaf(tb, y)j(y − iε) = − tϕ

2πL
2+2hϕ
a

∫ t

−∞
dtb

∫ ∞

−∞
dyf(tb, y)j(y − iε).

(B10)
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Note that we have not yet taken the late-time limit.
To evaluate the y integral it is helpful to first expand j(z) as

j(z) = 4hϕ

[
−2hϕ + 1

z
− (1− hϕ)

z3
+

2hϕ + 1

2(z + 1)
+

hϕ
(z + 1)2

+
hϕ

2(z + 1)3
+

2hϕ + 1

2(z − 1)
− hϕ

(z − 1)2
+

hϕ
2(z − 1)3

]
. (B11)

We then need to evaluate integrals of the form

∫
dtb

∫
dyf(tb, y)

1

(y + c− iε)n (B12)

with c = 0,±1 and n = 1, 2, 3. Recalling that ε > 0, we employ a Schwinger parameterization of these integrals,

∫
dtb

∫
dyf(tb, y)

1

(y + c− iε)n =

∫
dtb

∫
dy

∫ ∞

0

daf(tb, y)e−ia(y+c−iε) i
nan−1

Γ(n)
, (B13)

which greatly facilitates integration with respect to y.
We are left with the task of evaluating

〈0| ⊗ 〈↓, ↑|φa=1
1 〉 = − 2tϕhϕ

πL
2+2hϕ
a

∫ t

−∞
dtb[F0(tb) + F−1(tb) + F1(tb)] (B14)

with

F0(tb) =

∫ ∞

0

da

∫ ∞

−∞
dyf(tb, y) exp [−ia(y − iε)]

[
− i(hϕ − 1)a2

2
− i(2hϕ + 1)

]

F−1(tb) =

∫ ∞

0

da

∫ ∞

−∞
dyf(tb, y) exp [−ia(y + 1− iε)]

[
− ihϕa

2

4
− hϕa+

i(1 + 2hϕ)

2

]

F1(tb) =

∫ ∞

0

da

∫ ∞

−∞
dyf(tb, y) exp [−ia(y − 1− iε)]

[
− ihϕa

2

4
+ hϕa+

i(1 + 2hϕ)

2

]
.

(B15)

Each line above corresponds to the contribution from a different path that energy may take to reach the downstream
spin s2. Retaining the dominant (n = 3) pieces only, we find

∫ t

−∞
dtbF0(tb) ≈ 2iπ3/2(1− hϕ)L2

ae
2ihzLx(Λ1Λ2)τ exp

[
− ∆2

(2τ)2

]
erfc

[
2(t2 − t)−∆

2τ

]
(B16)

∫ t

−∞
dtbF−1(tb) ≈ −iπ3/2hϕL

2
ae

2ihz(Lx−La)(Λ1Λ2)τ exp

[
− (∆ + La)2

(2τ)2

]
erfc

[
2(t2 − t)− La −∆

2τ

]
(B17)

∫ t

−∞
dtbF1(tb) ≈ −iπ3/2hϕL

2
ae

2ihz(Lx+La)(Λ1Λ2)τ exp

[
− (∆− La)2

(2τ)2

]
erfc

[
2(t2 − t) + La −∆

2τ

]
. (B18)

Here the erfc terms correspond to a smooth “turning-on” of the correction as the pulses pass s2; the subleading terms
that we suppress include additional time dependence that becomes relevant only when hzτ is small. Collecting these
results gives a late-time limit

〈0| ⊗ 〈↓, ↑|φa=1
1 〉 = −i√π 8tϕhϕ

L
2hϕ
a

(1− hϕ)ei2hzLx(Λ1Λ2)τ

×
{

exp

[
− ∆2

(2τ)2

]
− hϕ

2(1− hϕ)

(
e−2ihzLa exp

[
− (∆ + La)2

(2τ)2

]
+ e2ihzLa exp

[
− (∆− La)2

(2τ)2

])}
.

(B19)

The overlap 〈0|⊗〈↓, ↑|φa=1
0 〉 was already computed in Eq. (A17) (for late times) via a momentum-space free-fermion

calculation. As a consistency check on our formalism we reproduce this result using the CFT approach. We start by
writing

〈0| ⊗ 〈↓, ↑|φa=1
0 〉 = − 1

(2π)2

∫ t

0

dtb

∫ t

0

dtaλ1(ta)λ2(tb)e
2ihz(tb−ta)〈T (tb, x2)T (ta, x1)〉, (B20)
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which takes the same form as Eq. (B3) minus the tunneling term. To parallel our treatment above, we rewrite this
expression in terms of the coordinate y defined previously and employ a Schwinger reparametrization, yielding

〈0| ⊗ 〈↓, ↑|φa=1
0 〉 ≈ − 1

4(2π)2

∫ t

−∞
dtb

∫ ∞

−∞
dtaλ1(ta)λ2(tb)e

2ihz(tb−ta) 1

(tb − ta − Lx − iε)4

= − 1

4(2π)2

∫ t

−∞
dtb

∫ ∞

−∞
dyf(tb, y)L−3

a (y − iε)−4

= − 1

4(2π)2L3
a

∫ ∞

−∞
dtb

∫
dy

∫ ∞

0

daf(tb, y) exp [−ia(y − iε)] a
3

6
.

(B21)

Carrying out these integrals, we find a dominant contribution

〈0| ⊗ 〈↓, ↑|φa=1
0 〉 ≈ − 1

12
√
π
e2ihzLx(Λ1Λ2)(hzτ) erfc

[
2(t2 − t)−∆

2τ

]
exp

[
− ∆2

(2τ)2

]
. (B22)

This result is consistent with the analysis from the free-fermion calculation and, moreover, gives us more straightfor-
ward access to the full time dependence.

The interference term fa=1
1 (t) = 2 Re 〈φa=1

0 |sz2|φa=1
1 〉 follows from Eq. (B22) and (B19). For late times we obtain

2 Re 〈φa=1
0 |sz2|φa=1

1 〉 = −4tϕh
2
ϕ

3L
2hϕ
a

(hzτ)(Λ1Λ2)2τ sin(2hzLa) exp

[
− ∆2

(2τ)2

]

×
(

exp

[
− (∆ + La)2

(2τ)2

]
− exp

[
− (∆− La)2

(2τ)2

])
.

(B23)

The full time dependence arises upon simply restoring appropriate error-function terms. Fixing ϕ = σ and hσ = 1/16
and resurrecting factors of v by dimensional analysis, we then arrive at the late-time correction presented in Eq. (7).

In the previous Appendix we noted that the trivial shuttling path overlaps with the wavefunction component
generated by hx-induced precession of both spins [recall Eq. (A19)]. The O(t̃σ) energy-shuttling paths similarly
interferes with hx-induced precession processes, generating an additional interference correction to 〈sz2(t)〉:

−
(
hx
hz

)2

sin2(hzt)2 Re 〈0| ⊗ 〈sz1 = ↓, sz2 = ↑| sz2 |φa=1
1 〉

= −16
√
πtϕhϕ

L
2hϕ
a

(Λ1Λ2)τ

(
hx
hz

)2

sin2(hzt)

{
(1− hϕ) sin(2hzLx) exp

[
− ∆2

(2τ)2

]

+
hϕ
2

sin[2hz(Lx − La)] exp

[
− (∆ + La)2

(2τ)2

]
+
hϕ
2

sin[2hz(Lz + La)] exp

[
− (∆− La)2

(2τ)2

]}
. (B24)

Similar to Eq. (A19), this correction is smaller by a factor of 1/(hzτ) compared to Eq. (B23), but has the virtue that
it features additional oscillatory dependence on hz [via sin2(hzt)] that may be probed with tunable Zeeman energies.

2. Energy-domain analysis

Since we work in the regime where energy is approximately conserved, it is interesting to now re-examine the
preceding calculations, but starting in the energy domain. In what follows we will closely follow the related analysis
conducted in Ref. 22. Consider an incoming state |Tω〉 =

∫
dt
2π e
−iωtT (t) |0〉 with well defined energy ω and normal-

ization 〈Tω1
|Tω2
〉 = c

12ω
3
1δ(ω1 − ω2), where c = 1/2 is the central charge. We will examine the first-order correction

A1(ω;x2, x1) ≡ A1(ω) to the transmission amplitude due to quasiparticle tunneling at the constriction, which satisfies

A1(ω)δ(ω − ω′) = −i 12

cω3

〈
Tω′(x2)

[∫

tc

Htun(tc)− 〈Htun(tc)〉
]
Tω(x1)

〉
. (B25)

Upon taking the Fourier transform of the incoming and outgoing states we get

A1(ω)δ(ω − ω′) = −i12tϕ
cω3

e−iπhϕ
∫

dta dtb
(2π)2

eiω
′tbe−iωta

〈
T (tb, x2)

[∫

tc

Htun(tc)− 〈Htun(tc)〉
]
T (ta, x1)

〉
. (B26)
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Next we pull out the phase factor set by the end points and constriction length La to obtain

A1(ω)δ(ω − ω′) = −i12tϕ
cω3

e−iπhϕeiω(Lx−La)

∫
dta dtb
(2π)2

eiω
′tbe−iωta

〈
T (tb)

[∫

tc

Htun(tc)− 〈Htun(tc)〉
]
T (ta)

〉
. (B27)

The correlator can be rewritten as in Eq. (B4), now with z1 = i(tb−La)+ε, z2 = ita−ε, η1 = i(tc−La), and η2 = itc.
Upon integrating over tc we obtain a result analogous to Eq. (B5),

A1(ω)δ(ω − ω′) =
24πtϕ
cω3

L−3−2hϕ
a eiω(Lx−La)

∫
dta dtb
(2π)2

j(y − iε)eiω′tbe−iωta , (B28)

with j(z) as defined previously but where now y = tb−ta−La
La

. Changing coordinates and integrating over ta yields

A1(ω)δ(ω − ω′) =
24πtϕ
cω3

L−2−2hϕ
a eiω(Lx−La)

∫
dy

2π
j(y − iε)eiω′La(y+1)δ(ω − ω′). (B29)

What remains then is to evaluate

A1(ω) =
24πtϕ
cω3

L−2−2hϕ
a eiωLx

∫
dy

2π
j(y − iε)eiωLay. (B30)

For the physically relevant ω ≥ 0 regime, we can close the y-integration contour in the upper-half plane and arrive at

A1(ω ≥ 0) = −i48πtϕ
cω3

L−2−2hϕ
a hϕe

iωLx

{
cos(ωLa)[−2 + hϕ(ω2L2

a − 4)]− 4hϕωLa sin(ωLa)

+ 2(1 + 2hϕ) + ω2L2
a(hϕ − 1)

}
.

(B31)

Figure 3(a) plots the amplitude correction versus ωLa for the case of Ising-anyon tunneling.
Energy partitioning. When quasiparticles tunnel across the constriction, they carry some fraction of the incident

energy. The distribution of energies carried by tunneling quasiparticles may be more formally characterized by
inverting the transmission-amplitude correction in Eq. (B31). In particular we will find fω(ω′), the distribution of
tunneled energy ω′ given an incident energy ω, such that

A1(ω;La) =

∫ ∞

−∞
dω′eiω

′Lafω(ω′). (B32)

On the left side we explicitly noted the La dependence in A1 to emphasize that fω(ω′) does not depend on La. Fur-
thermore we drop the trivial phase eiωLx fixed by the end points since this is unimportant for the energy partitioning.
Here a negative value of ω′ will not correspond physically to a negative frequency but rather to a quasiparticle tun-
neling across the constriction in the reverse direction. The two tunneling directions could be separated by requiring
ω′ > 0 and then treating separately ±La, but by allowing ω′ < 0 to encode one of these paths we are able to calculate
both in one fell swoop.

We would like to extract fω(ω′) from A1 by inverting Eq. (B32). Although states with negative frequency do
not exist in the CFT, we now formally extend the domain of A1 defined through Eq. (B30) to negative ω. In that
frequency regime we can close the integration contour in Eq. (B30) in the lower-half plane, yielding A1(ω < 0;La) = 0
since in our regularization all poles in j(y − iε) reside in the upper-half plane. In conjunction with Eq. (B30), this
continuation allows us to write

A1(ω;La) =

∫ ∞

−∞
dω′eiω

′Lafω(ω′) =
12tϕ
cω4

L−2−2hϕ
a

∫ ∞

−∞
dω′eiω

′Laj

(
ω′

ω
− iε

)
. (B33)

Observe next that, according to Eq. (B11), the real part of j(y−iε) is even in y while the imaginary part is odd. Using
this property and A1(ω < 0;La) = 0 allows us to replace j → 2i Im j in the expression for the physically relevant
amplitude with non-negative frequencies:

A1(ω ≥ 0;La) =

∫ ∞

−∞
dω′eiω

′Lafω(ω′) =
24tϕ
cω4

L−2−2hϕ
a

∫ ∞

−∞
dω′eiω

′Lai Im j

(
ω′

ω
− iε

)
. (B34)
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The form on the right side is particularly convenient since the imaginary component of j features Dirac delta functions
and derivatives thereof:

Im j(y − iε) = πhϕ

[
4(2hϕ + 1)δ(y) + 2(1− hϕ)δ′′(y)

− 2(2hϕ + 1)δ(y + 1) + 4hϕδ
′(y + 1)− hϕδ′′(y + 1)

− 2(2hϕ + 1)δ(y − 1)− 4hϕδ
′(y − 1)− hϕδ′′(y − 1)

]
.

(B35)

Equation (B34) suggests a form for fω(ω′), but it is important to recall that this function is La independent by
definition. The problematic La dependence in front of the integral on the right side of Eq. (B34) can be eliminated by
repeated integration by parts. Inversion of the transmission amplitude then yields the desired distribution function

fω(ω′) = −i tϕ
ω2−2hϕ

24

c
e−iπhϕ Im j(−2−2hϕ)

(
ω′

ω
− iε

)
, (B36)

where Im j(−2−2hϕ) is the (2 + 2hϕ)th integral of Im j defined in Eq. (B35). In general the (s)th integral of the Dirac
delta function is given by δ(−s)(x) = Θ(x)xs−1/Γ(s), where Θ(x) is the Heaviside step function. Since 2 + 2hϕ > 2
for primary fields with hϕ > 0, taking the (2 + 2hϕ)th integral of all the terms in Eq. (B35) remains well behaved.
This procedure then yields the general result

fω(ω′) = −i tϕhϕ
ω3

96π

Γ(1 + 2hϕ)
e−iπhϕ

{
2 (ω′)

−1+2hϕ
[
(ω′)2 − hϕ(hϕ − 1)ω2

]
Θ(ω′)

− (ω′ + ω)
−1+2hϕ [ω′ + (1− hϕ)ω]

2
Θ(ω′ + ω)

− (ω′ − ω)
−1+2hϕ [ω′ − (1− hϕ)ω]

2
Θ(ω′ − ω)

}
.

(B37)

The solution at ω′ < 0 vanishes when ω′ < −ω. Recall that for ω′ < 0 the distribution function describes tunneling
from the top edge with frequency |ω′|. This cutoff at ω′ = −ω then reflects the physical constraint that tunneling
from the top edge cannot carry more than the incident energy ω across the constriction. Tunneling from the bottom
edge, however, may carry arbitrarily large momentum, witnessed by fω(ω′ > ω) not strictly vanishing in the above.

The distribution specified by Eq. (B37) features divergences at ω′ = 0+, ω+, and (−ω)+ with an exponent −1+2hϕ.
These divergences can be traced to singularities in j

(
y = tb−ta

La

)
at tb − ta = 0,±La—and are thus associated with

the three possible paths along which energy can reach s2 after the edge packet has fractionalized. Comparing the
magnitude of the terms in Eq. (B37) near their divergence, we observe that the divergences at ω′ = (−ω)+, ω+ are

a factor of
hϕ

2(1−hϕ) smaller than the divergence at ω′ = 0+. This factor corresponds precisely to the ratios of the

delayed/advanced pulses relative to the central pulse in the time domain [Eqs. (B18) and (B17) versus Eq. (B16)].
In physical terms, these divergences and their relative strength indicate that an Ising anyon tunneling across the
constriction from above preferentially carries nearly all the incident energy, whereas an Ising anyon tunneling from
below predominantly (by a constant factor) carries negligible energy and secondarily carries slightly more than the
full incident energy. These tunneling propensities are advantageous since in our scheme flipping the downstream spin
s2 requires that either essentially all or none of the energy is carried across the constriction.

For Ising anyons (ϕ = σ, hσ = 1/16) Eq. (B37) becomes

fϕ=σ
ω (ω′) = −i tϕ

ω3

6π

Γ(9/8)
e−iπ/16

{
2(ω′)−7/8

[
(ω′)2 + 15

256ω
2
]
Θ(ω′)

− (ω′ + ω)−7/8
(
ω′ + 15

16ω
)2

Θ(ω′ + ω)

− (ω′ − ω)−7/8
(
ω′ − 15

16ω
)2

Θ(ω′ − ω)

}
.

(B38)

With fermion tunneling (ϕ = ψ, hψ = 1/2) the result instead reads

fϕ=ψ
ω (ω′) = −48tϕπ

ω3
×





0 |ω′| > ω,(
ω′ − 1

2ω
)2

0 < ω′ < ω,(
ω′ + 1

2ω
)2 −ω < ω′ < 0.

(B39)
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Figure 3. (a) First-order correction (in Ising-anyon tunneling tσ) to the transmission amplitude in the energy domain. For
ωLa � 1, this tunneling correction scales as 1/ω. (b) Scaling behavior of the energy-partitioning distribution for Ising-anyon
tunneling. The distribution diverges at ω′ = −ω+, 0+, and ω+ with an exponent −1+2hσ = −7/8. For ω′ � ω the distribution

falls off like (ω′)−23/8. (c) The corresponding energy-partitioning distribution for fermion tunneling features no divergences
and vanishes where |ω′| > ω. In (b) and (c), the ω′ < 0 regime corresponds to processes where an Ising anyon tunnels across
the constriction from above; there the energy carried by the tunneled Ising anyon is |ω′|.

Contrary to Ising-anyon tunneling, the energy-partitioning function for fermion tunneling features no divergences
and vanishes outside of the range ω′ ∈ [−ω, ω]. Furthermore, fermin tunneling from the upper edge (negative ω′) is
identical to fermion tunneling from the lower edge. Figures 3(b) and (c) plot these distribution functions as a function
of ω′/ω.

Relation to the time-domain calculation. Equation (B25) allows us to alternatively express Eq. (B3) as

〈0| ⊗ 〈↓, ↑|φa=1
1 〉 =

∫

tb

∫

ta

∫

ω

λ1(ta)λ2(tb)e
2ihz(tb−ta)e−iω(tb−ta)A1(ω;La)

cω3

12

=

∫

tb

∫

ta

∫

ω

λ1(ta)λ2(tb)e
2ihz(tb−ta)e−iω(tb−ta−Lx)

∫

ω′
eiω
′Lafω(ω′)

cω3

12

=

∫

tb

∫

ta

∫

ω

λ1(ta)λ2(tb)e
2ihz(tb−ta)e−iω(tb−ta−Lx)

∫

ω′
eiω
′La2tϕω

1+2hϕe−iπhϕj(−2−2hϕ)

(
ω′

ω

)
.

(B40)
Carrying out these integrals yields results consistent with our time-domain analysis. We will simply observe that first
carrying out the integral over ta gives a Gaussian factor exp

[
−(2hz − ω)2τ2/2

]
that enforces the energy-matching
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condition ω → 2hz as the pulse widths become arbitrarily large. In the limit ωLa � 1 we have that |A1(ω;La)| ∝ 1/ω,
which is responsible for the relative factor of v/(Lahz) between the trivial path energy shuttling [Eq. (B22)] and the
tunneling correction [Eq. (B19)]. The slight smearing of ω over a narrow window about 2hz partially smooths the
divergences in fω(ω′), but the correction is still dominated by the case where approximately all or none of the energy
crosses the constriction.
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